UNC SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY
STUDENT INSTRUMENT LEASE PROGRAM

SECOND YEAR Checklist – DDS CLASS OF 2021

THIS MATERIALS LIST IS AN ADDITION TO YOUR FIRST YEAR CHECKLIST

NAME / (Student Number) ________________________________

BENCH # _______ DRAWER KEY # _______
CUBBY #s _______ & _______ CUBBY KEY #s _______ & _______

STUDENT PURCHASE ITEMS

THESE ARE PAID ITEMS COVERED BY STUDENT FEES
IF LOST, PURCHASER WILL HAVE TO MAKE ARRANGEMENTS TO PURCHASE AGAIN

INITIAL

Hanau ARTICULATOR (Second Issue) Serial #______________________________ $500.00 ______
MAGNETIC CONVERTER PLATES (2/pkg.) $61.00 ______
PROSTH dentoform (Kilgore D85SDP-UNC.16) $200.00 ______
Extra GINGIVA SET (for above PROSTH dentoform) $45.00 ______
UNC FIXED PROSTH DIAMOND BUR BLOCK (with sharpening stone included) $40.00 ______
UNC FIXED PROSTH POLISHING KIT (Komet case) $181.00 ______
UNC VACUUM MIXING KIT (Whip Mix) $148.00 ______
SUTURE PAD and SUTURE REMOVAL KIT $37.00 ______
PROTEMP PLUS (cartridge & tips) (2 boxes – another 2 boxes will be issued in Spring) (each) $68.75 ______
INTEGRITY TIPS (20) $18.00 ______
FLOWABLE RESTORATIVE (2 tube pkg.) $34.00 ______
OCCLUSAL CONVERGENCE GAUGE Card $2.00 ______
IWANSON GAUGE $27.00 ______
DENT 212 KIT in black canvas zipper case (5 instruments) $65.00 ______
  • SURVEYOR Parallelometer (issued in Summer Session) $406.00
  • FIBERGLASS ERASER ("") $12.00

Confirmation of latest serial numbers – BIEN-AIR HANDPIECE SET (issued First Year)

• High-Speed attachment Serial # _______________________
• Low-Speed attachment Serial # _______________________
• Straight Nose-Cone attachment Serial # _______________________

Items listed below are LENDED
IF LOST, LENDEE IS RESPONSIBLE TO REPLACE AT COST

INITIAL

IMPRESSION DISPENSER “GUNS” (2) $50 each ______
  • ENDO INSTRUMENTS (7 instruments + case) (issued in Summer Session) (items priced separately)
  • RUBBER DAM KIT (container + 12 items) ("") (items priced separately)
  • “WaveOne” ENDO MOTOR set (5 components + Stop/Measuring block) ("") $1,520.00 (block $30)

SIGNATURE & date ____________________________ ______________